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II. RELATED SURVEY

Abstract—There are various technical issues inside a
distributed system and authentication issue is one of them.
OpenID is a decentralized single sign-on authentication system
on internet. With more and more applications are authenticated
through OpenID mechanism, an OpenID based authentication
architecture for a distributed system environment is designed in
this paper. The proposed architecture emphasizes the
advantage of OpenID deployed in a decentralized environment
composed of system nodes. Besides, the proposed architecture
supports the existing database authentication like AD or LDAP
which are popular and widely used in enterprise. The detail
illustration about the architecture that describes the network
topology for authentication is given in the last paragraph. The
proposed mechanism can solve the authentication issue in a
distributed system.

OpenID is a distributed open standard technology for user
to be authenticated in a decentralized approach. The OpenID
standard provides a framework for communication between
identity provider and the OpenID acceptor. OpenID standard
consists of user, IdP (Identity provider who provides OpenID
service) and the acceptor (RP: Replying Party who uses
OpenID information). Everyone can use OpenID system
without extra cost as their authentication identifier. In this
manner, user does not need to keep their ID and password for
each site separately. The sites that provide services do not
need to maintain visitor’s ID and password accordingly.
OpenID has been widely applied in several large web sites
and has been emphasized in authentication mechanism
research. [3] surveys OpenID providers and the data attached
to it, as a means to learn the formats and semantics of
information currently shared by OpenID users. Due to the
features of OpenID, it is usually used for single sign on
purpose. Research focuses on single sign on utilizes OpenID
as an authentication service and applies OpenID in different
applications [4], [5]. The security issue is also been
emphasized in research of [6], [7]. Besides, a technique to
strength user authentication is proposed to solve the phishing
problem of relaying parties [8]. With the growth of mobile
devices, OpenID has also been discussed in the mobile
authentication application. [9] proposed an OpenID
authentication mechanism using one-time-password to assure
the security of communication among mobile phones, web
service providers and OpenID providers. OpenID can be
applied in various domains; this paper focuses mainly on the
decentralized authentication mechanism in a distributed
system and proposes the architecture in the following
paragraph.

Index Terms—OpenID, distributed system, AD, LDAP.

I. INTRODUCTION
The distributed system in this paper is defined as a system
composed of several autonomous computational entities,
each of which has its own computing resources. In this paper,
computational entities are called system nodes. The
distributed system is supposed to continuously coordinate the
use of shared resources so that no conflicts or deadlocks
occur in the system. The nodes are connected as a network or
cluster either using an organizations internal network or the
public internet. Every node has common user pool and data
pool and provides services for user. Users can access the
services through any node in the distributed environment. All
data in each node can be synced by communication between
nodes using synchronizers [1], [2]. Besides, there are also
many challenges that are unique to distributed system. This
paper focuses on the authentication issue of a distributed
system and proposes an OpenID based authentication
mechanism in a distributed system environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. A related
survey of OpenID research is introduced in Section 2.
Section 3 depicts a general architecture for the proposed
distributed authentication system. Along with the
architecture, three types of authentication process are
proposed. Finally, conclusion remarks are shown in the last
section.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture can be divided into two sections.
One is single node authentication, describes how a node does
the authentication process using OpenID process. Besides,
the proposed architecture supports the widely used
authentication data schema including Active Directory (AD)
and Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). The
other one is authentication topology, describes the three
different types of authentication methods and its related
process.
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A. Single Node Authentication
A single node authentication process can be completed
either by external OpenID provider or internal OpenID
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provider. External OpenID providers perform robust
authentication include AOL, Google, MySpace or Yahoo.
Internal OpenID provider can operate authentication process
through OpenID standard, and it can also support the existing
databases or directories (AD or LDAP) for authentication.
The single node authentication process starts from the
login request of a user in Fig. 1. User can select either
external OpenID provider or internal OpenID provider to run
the authentication process. Once the user determines an
OpenID provider, the login request invokes IdP and redirect
the user to IdP webpage to do the authentication process. If
the user select internal OpenID provider, the user would be
redirected to do the authentication by private database (AD or
LDAP). When the user is authenticated by external or
internal Idp, the user can be redirected to the other service
node.

C. General Flow and Interaction:
Scenario: Kevin’s home node is Node A. Kevin asks for a
resource on Node B.
Authentication Method: Private IdP with Auth. DB
(LDAP):
1) Kevin enters his OpenID and password and tries to log
on Node A.
2) Node A’s Private IdP checks Kevin’s login information
on its authentication database (Auth. DB) and then
responses a credential to Kevin.
3) Kevin uses the credential to access a resource on Node
B.
4) Node B validates the credential via Kevin’s home node –
Node A.
5) Node B marks the credential as a valid credential in its
local memory and responses the resource to Kevin.
Authentication Method: Private IdP with AD:
1) Kevin enters his OpenID and password and tries to log
on Node A.
2) Node A’s Private IdP checks Kevin’s login information
with AD via its local Connector and then responses a
credential to Kevin.
3) Kevin uses the credential to access a resource on Node
B.
4) Node B validates the credential via Kevin’s home node –
Node A.
5) Node B marks the credential as a valid credential in its
local memory and responses the resource to Kevin.
In the above description, if Kevin does not interact with
Node B anymore, the valid credential in Node B will be
timeout after a fixed of time, which is managed by Node B.
After timeout, if Kevin tries to use the same credential to
interact with Node B, a credential verification between Node
A and B will be re-invoked again.
If Kevin tries to interact with Node B and the credential is
still alive on Node B, the Node B will not check the
correctness of the credential with Node A again.
Assuming there is a connection problem between Node A
and B, the Node A and B are separated into two different
sub-distributed systems. Also, assumes the credential is
timeout. It Kevin tries to use the same credential to interact
with Node B, the Node B will try to validate credential with a
new node (a Node A substitutes in sub-distributed system
that Node B belongs to). The Node A substitutes can be
calculated by consistent hash function.
Whenever a node tries to validate a credential with another
node or the user credential is timeout. The user will be asked
for re-logon to its home node again. If the mechanism needs
to run in mobile device, it has to implement a special API for
mobile device (APPs) to do authentication.
Authentication Method: Public IdP:
1) Kevin chooses a Public IdP and enters his OpenID and
password and tries to log on Node A.
2) The Public IdP responses a credential to Kevin and tells
Node A the credential is valid.
3) Kevin uses the credential to access a resource on Node
B.
4) Node B validates the credential via Public IdP.
5) Node B marks the credential as a valid credential in its
local memory and responses the resource to Kevin.

Fig. 1. Authentication process for a single node.

B. Authentication Topology
The distributed system uses a semi-central authentication
model, that is, in a distributed system a user’s home node will
be its central authentication node. Since users are distributed
in different home replicas, there is not a node that responsible
for all authentication tasks and there is no single node failure
in this model accordingly. Whenever a node is fail, a
substitute node will be chosen from existing alive replicas. At
that time, the substitute node will take more authentication
loads (approximate double loads).

Fig. 2. Network topology for authentication.

Fig. 2 shows the network topology of the proposed
distributed authentication mechanism. In the network
topology, there are three types of authentication method
described in follows.
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In the above description, all replicas must have the ability
to connect with the Public IdP. All replicas manage its local
valid credentials (session tickets). Whenever a node meets an
unknown credential, the node will try to validate the
credential with Public IdP. The user will be asked for
re-logon to its home node again.

[4]

[5]

IV. CONCLUSION
[6]

There are many technique challenges in distributed system
architecture; distributed authentication is one of them.
OpenID has the potential to make authentication a distributed
service, and facilitating a distributed system architecture.
This paper has focused on the authentication issue of a
distributed system and proposes the distributed
authentication architecture. The proposed architecture is
based on the popular OpenID standard and also considers the
use of existing database for authentication. It resolves the
distributed authentication issue in a distributed system
environment. Additionally, the original OpenID standard
requires a publis IdP for authentication. However, most
enterprises have their own authentication database like AD or
LDAP. The proposed network topology for authentication
process illustrates three types of authentication methods. The
three types of authentication methods resolve the original
public IdP issue for enterprise to support a private IdP with
internal existing database (AD or LDAP). This study gave a
direction of distributed authentication services in a
distributed system, and wishes it could inspire follow-up
researches in this area.
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